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Prices in EUR

1 CEYLON. Bullock Cart and Driver, Ceylon. Ceylon, Skeen & Co., ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print, 9,9 x 14,2 cm on mount. 48,00

2 CEYLON. Fern. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 7 x 11,5 cm. 7,20
3 CEYLON. Gilding. Gold & Silver. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 5,5 x 8 cm. 12,00

4 CEYLON. Grand Oriental Hotel. ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,2 x 26,6 cm. 144,00

5 CEYLON. Harbour. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,4 x 26,4 cm. 420,00
6 CEYLON. Interior of room British house. ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print on mount, 19,3 x 24,3 cm. 240,00

7 CEYLON. Kandyan girl lying on a carpet. ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print, 21 x 27,2 cm, on mount. 600,00
8 CEYLON. Kandyen Chieftains. ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print on mount, 20,7 x 26,5 cm. Several repaired tears to the borders. 300,00

9 CEYLON. Ox Cart. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 6,5 x 9 cm. 9,60

10 CEYLON. Portrait of a Tamil Girl. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 9,5 x 6,5 cm. 24,00
11 CEYLON. Portrait of a Singhalese Girl. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 13,5 x 9,1 cm.  

12 CEYLON. Sheeps in a Street. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,5 x 11 cm.  

13 CEYLON. Temple. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,2 x 26,1 cm/  

14 CEYLON. Two girls. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 6,5 cm. 6,00

15 CEYLON. Two tamil girls with earrings and nose piercibgs. Singapore, ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print, 28 x 21,8 cm, on mount. 360,00

16 CEYLON. View at a small Harbour. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 7 x 11,5 cm. 7,20
17 CEYLON. Woman of Ceylon. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 27,7 x 21,5 cm. 420,00

18 CEYLON. Young girl from Ceylon. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 25,6 x 21 cm. 480,00
19 COLOMBO. A Visit (Duke of Gloucester?). Four Images. 1934. Original photographs, silverprints, ca. 6,5 x 11 cm each. 36,00

20 COLOMBO. A walking trip. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,8 x 6,5 cm. 3,60

21 COLOMBO APOTHECARIES, THE. Colombo Lake. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,5 x 26,4 cm, Apothecaries stamp on reverse. 264,00
22 COLOMBO. Boat 768 with men. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 8 x 5,5 cm. 4,80

23 COLOMBO. Botanic Garden. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 5,8 x 8,5 cm. 6,00

24 COLOMBO. Budha Tempel. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10 x 7,6 cm. 18,00

25 COLOMBO. Budha Tempel (2). ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,5 x 6,3 cm. 12,00
26 COLOMBO. Budha Tempel (3). ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,5 x 7,8 cm.  

27 COLOMBO. Colombo Museum, front. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 20,8 x 26,4 cm.  

28 COLOMBO. Colombo Museum, general view. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,1 x 26,1 cm.
29 COLOMBO. Evening view on the Indian Ocean, Colombo, Ceylon. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 9 x 12 cm. 12,00

30 COLOMBO. Feeding the Apes. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 5,6 x 8,5 cm. 3,60

31 COLOMBO. Group-portrait of Colombo. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,2 x 26,6 cm. 420,00
32 COLOMBO. Inhabitants. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 5.5 x 8.1 cm.

33 COLOMBO. Indo-Temple, Colombo, Ceylon. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 11.5 x 7 cm.

34 COLOMBO. Interior of an old Dutch Church. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 8.2 x 10.5 cm.

35 COLOMBO. Little ape in the street. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10.5 x 6.3 cm.
36 **COLOMBO.** Merchants of Elephant Images in their Boats. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 5,5 x 8 cm. 12,00

37 **COLOMBO.** Ox Carts. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 7 x 11,5 cm. 18,00

38 **COLOMBO.** Portrait of two young men in the Harbour of Colombo. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10 x 6 cm. 9,60

39 **COLOMBO.** Prau rowing in the Colombo Harbour. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 7,5 x 11 cm. 18,00
40 COLOMBO. Road in Colombo. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 7 cm. 3,60

41 COLOMBO. Statues from a Budha Temple. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,6 x 8 cm. 18,00

42 COLOMBO. Tamil woman. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 26 x 21,4 cm. 480,00
43 COLOMBO. Toean, Besar in Colombo, Ceylon. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 10,6 x 6,3 cm. 6,00

44 COLOMBO. View in a covered gallery with shops. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 6,2 cm. 18,00

45 COLOMBO. View on field in front of buildings. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,2 x 26,3 cm. 204,00
46 COLOMBO. Welcome to His Royal Higness the Duke of Gloucester. 1934. Original photograph, silverprint, 11 x 8 cm. 30,00

47 KANDY. View on Lake. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,6 x 27,8 cm, few white points. 180,00

49 PLATE & CO, W. A Shinghalese Gathering, showing the Beating of the Tom Tom. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 26, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

50 PLATE & CO, W. Buddhist Priest, and Young Pupils. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,2 cm. Photograph no 3, Serie K. (Photograph no 64). 60,00

51 PLATE & CO, W. Buddhist Temple of the Holy Tooth, and the Bund, Kandy. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,5 cm. (Photograph no 69). 42,00
52 PLATE & CO, W. Banyan Tree crossing Kalutara Road. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22.6 x 14.9 cm. Photograph no 94, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

53 PLATE & CO, W. By the Road Side, Kandy. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14.8 x 22.4 cm. Photograph no 97, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

54 PLATE & CO, W. Ceylon Elephant at Work. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14.7 x 22.4 cm. Photograph no 52, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00
55 PLATE & CO, W. Devil Dancers. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,9 x 22,5 cm. Photograph no 59, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

56 PLATE & CO, W. Elephant and Cub. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 15 x 22,5 cm. Photograph no 54, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00

57 PLATE & CO, W. Elephant passing through Native Village. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22,5 x 14,7 cm. Photograph no 96, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 30,00
58 PLATE & CO, W. Elephant carrying tribute to the Temple. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,2 cm. Photograph no 53, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

59 PLATE & CO, W. Elephants in Kraal. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 51, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 30,00

60 PLATE & CO, W. General View of Kandy, from Upper Lake Road. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 67 Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00
61 PLATE & CO, W. General View of Tea Estate. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14.7 x 22 cm. Photograph no 83, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00

62 PLATE & CO, W. General View Pebedeniya Gardens, Kandy. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14.8 x 22.4 cm. Photograph no 80, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 30,00

63 PLATE & CO, W. Holy Tooth Temple, Kandy. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 23.3 x 28.6 cm. Photograph no 56, Serie A. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 96,00
64 PLATE & CO, W. India Rubber Trees, Peradeniya Gardens, Kandy. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,5 cm. Photograph no 79, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 30,00

65 PLATE & CO, W. Isurumuniya Temple, "Ruines Cities". Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 117, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

66 PLATE & CO, W. Jaffna Tamil Child. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22,5 x 14,8 cm. Photograph no 3, Serie K. (Photograph no 115). 60,00
67 PLATE & CO, W. Jetawanaram, "Ruined Cities". Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,5 x 21,5 cm. Photograph no 108, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00

68 PLATE & CO, W. Kandyan Chiefs. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22 x 14,7 cm. Photograph no 101, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 60,00

69 PLATE & CO, W. Keena Tree, and general view of Nuwara Eliya. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 88, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00
70 **PLATE & CO, W.** Kandyan Girl. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22 x 14,5 cm. Photograph no 37, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 48,00

71 **PLATE & CO, W.** Kandy, from across the Lake. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 71, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00

72 **PLATE & CO, W.** Kandy, Raintree. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 23,6 x 28,4 cm. Photograph no 66, Serie A. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 78,00
73 **PLATE & CO, W.** Landing Jetty and Harbour, Colombo. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 3. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

74 **PLATE & CO, W.** Native Children. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22 x 14,4 cm. Photograph no 39 Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 60,00

75 **PLATE & CO, W.** Nuwara Eliya, Keena Tree. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 23,3 x 28,4 cm. Photograph no 154, Serie A. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 78,00


79 PLATE & CO, W. Sea Side Railway passing through Cocoanut Estate, near Colombo. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,4 cm. (Photograph no 42). 30,00

80 PLATE & CO, W. The Moon Plains, Nuwara Eliya. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,5 cm. Photograph no 91, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00

81 PLATE & CO, W. The Queens Hotel Kandy. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,8 x 22,5 cm. Photograph no 68, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00
82 PLATE & CO, W. The Temple of the Holy Tooth, Kandy (Front View). Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,5 cm. Photograph no 72, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 30,00

83 PLATE & CO, W. The Railway Incline, near Kandy. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22,5 x 14,8 cm. Photograph no 119, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36,00

84 PLATE & CO, W. Tamil Girls. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22 x 14,4 cm. Photograph no 36, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 60,00
85 PLATE & CO, W. Tree Glimbers. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 22,3 x 14,7 cm. Photograph no 105, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00

86 PLATE & CO, W. Tom Tom Beaters, and Silver Dancers. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14,7 x 22,4 cm. Photograph no 58, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 60,00

87 PLATE & CO, W. The Galle-Face Drive, Colombo, shewing the Club and Hotel. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 15 x 22,5 cm. Photograph no 7 Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 42,00
88 PLATE & CO, W. View of Adams Peak, across Forest Bridge. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14.7 x 21.8 cm. Photograph no 74, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 36.00

89 PLATE & CO, W. York Street, looking towards the Landing Jetty Colombo. Ceylon, ca. 1910. Original photo-engraving, 14.7 x 22.4 cm. Photograph no 124, Serie K. Reproduction with photographer's stamp and numbering on reverse. 48.00

90 SCOWEN & Co. Ceylon. Adams Peak & Bronlow Estate. Ceylon, Skeen & Co., ca. 1875. Original photograph, albumen print, 21.5 x 27.8 cm. 216.00
91 SCOWEN & Co. Ceylon. Landing Place. Galle Harbour. Ceylon, Skeen & Co., ca. 1875. Original photograph, albumen print, 22.2 x 27.4 cm. 264.00

92 SCOWEN & Co. Ceylon. Birds Eye View Kandy City. Ceylon, Skeen & Co., ca. 1875. Original photograph, albumen print, 21 x 28 cm. 192.00
93 SCOWEN & Co. Ceylon. Colombo. Mount Lavinia Hotel. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 21.8 x 27.6 cm. 240.00

94 SCOWEN & Co. Ceylon. Landscape view. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 22.4 x 27.5 cm. Photograph No 987. 216.00
95 SCOWEN & Co. Ceylon. Sensation Rock with train. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 27,3 x 23 cm. Photograph No 994. 240,00

96 SCOWEN & Co. Ceylon. A Hackery. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 10 x 14,1 cm. 60,00
97 SCOWEN & Co. Plucking Tea Leaf, Holton Estate Panwila. ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print, 22 x 28 cm, on mount. 420,00

98 SCOWEN & Co. Ravenala Madagascariensis (Traveller's Palm). Colombo, ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,8 x 28 cm, photograph no 1107. 600,00
99 SCOWEN & Co. Sir Henri Blake, Governor of Ceylon (1903-1907) and Kanyan chieftains. 1904. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,8 x 28,1 cm, on mount. 540,00

100 SCOWEN & Co. Tea Plantage. ca. 1900. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,8 x 28 cm, on mount. Probably Scowen & Co, Colombo. 420,00
101 SCOWEN. Ceylon. Lions Mouth Colombo Line. ca. 1880. Original photograph, albumen print, 28 x 22 cm. 360,00

102 SKEEN & Co. Ceylon. Road Scene. Ceylon, Skeen & Co., ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print, 21,3 x 27,1 cm. 384,00
103 **SKEEN & CO.** Ceylon. Sinhalese boy, chutney coconut tree. Ceylon, Sken & Co., ca. 1890. Original photograph, albumen print, 19,4 x 13,5 cm on mount. 96,00

104 **SLAMAT.** Crew from the SS Slamat with motorboat to the harbour of Colombo, Ceylon. ca.1930. Original photograph, silverprint, 8,1 x 12,1 cm. 6,00